THE PROJECT

Through the use of edible and non-edible surpluses and waste, that are generated in the area near Off Campus Cascina Nosedo, BIOLOOP intends to create synergies between local actors, promoting circular practices of transformation, local production of goods and training activities. The experimental aspect of the project focuses on self-production, sustainable distribution and support to urban agriculture, starting from the mapping of flows and the creation of a ‘materials library of resources’. The aim is to generate positive impacts, including income support and the reduction of food poverty.
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La Strada cooperativa sociale (QUBI network); SoulFood ForestFarms Hub Italia; Associazione Terzo Paesaggio Italia; Nostra Onlus – Centro di Forestazione Urbana; Comune di Milano and Food Policy sector; MM SpA; ICS “Marcello Candia” (public school)
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BIOLOOP

Experimental lab to support local, circular and participatory economy practices

· urban surplus
· materials library
· circularity
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